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Abstract

Secure group protocols are not easy to design: this pa-
per will show new attacks found against a protocol suite
for sharing key. The method we propose to analyse these
protocols is very systematic, and can be applied to numer-
ous protocols of this type. The A-GDH.2 protocols suite
analysed throughout this paper is part of the Cliques suites
that propose extensions of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol to a group setting. The A-GDH.2 main protocol
is intended to allow a group to share an authenticated key
while the other protocols of the suite allow to perform dy-
namic changes in the group constitution (adding and delet-
ing members, fusion of groups, . . . ). We are proposing an
original method to analyse these protocols and are present-
ing a number of unpublished flaws with respect to each of
the main security properties claimed in protocol definition
(key authentication, perfect forward secrecy, resistance to
known-keys attacks). Most of these flaws arise from the fact
that using a group setting does not allow to reason about
security properties in the same way as when only two (or
three) parties are concerned. Our method has been easily
applied on other Cliques protocols and allowed us to pin-
point similar flaws.

1. Introduction

The experience has shown that the design of security
protocols that are proof against active attackers is a par-
ticularly hard task. “Cryptographic” approaches have been
proposed to analyse these protocols: we can notably men-
tion the work of Bellare and Rogaway [3] that has been ex-
tended by Blake-Wilson, Johnson and Menezes [4] in order
to enable the handling of the authenticated Diffie-Hellman
key exchange (that we will be studying here). In these ap-
proaches, cryptographic operations are considered as func-
tions on string of bits and security properties are expressed�
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in terms of the probability and computational complexity
of successful attacks. Proofs through this type of methods
are unfortunately often laborious and do not make need-
less analysis methods reasoning at a higher level of abstrac-
tion. On this level, security properties are formally (logi-
cally) modelled and cryptographic operations are viewed as
functions on a space of symbolic expressions. These analy-
ses allowed researchers to capture a lot of useful intuitions
about security protocols and to discover many new flaws
by considering only idealized cryptographic primitives and
without precisely taking into account the computational ca-
pabilities of the intruder (a first attempt to bridge the gap
between these to views of cryptography can be found in [1]
for example). The method we are presenting in this paper
can be placed in the second category although it captures
arithmetic properties from a level of abstraction lower than
the one usually considered in this type of methods.

The protocols suite we will be studying here is the A-
GDH.2 suite that has been proposed within the scope of the
Cliques project (see [2] for instance). The main A-GDH.2
protocol (that will be referenced as the A-GDH.2 protocol
in the rest of this paper) allows a group of users to agree on
a contributively generated key. The other protocols of the
suite permit the addition of new members in the group (A-
GDH.2-MA), the removal of a member, the fusion of two
groups, etc.

The analysis of these protocols raises a number of prob-
lems that have not (or not much) been studied in the liter-
ature: taking into account low-level arithmetic properties,
variable number of participants in the protocols, re-use of
values in several protocols, . . . Furthermore, the intended se-
curity properties are not simple transpositions of those stud-
ied in the context of two parties protocols.

In this paper, we are proposing a simple model that we
will use to reason about the A-GDH.2 protocol suite. The
analysis we will perform with this model will lead us to pin-
point several attacks against these protocols. These attacks
are typically performed by the intruder using the compu-
tations performed by honest users to obtain some secrets at
the cost of the exclusion of a member from the group (which



is computing a corrupted key or not receiving some mes-
sage). This exclusion, that would be very problematic in the
case of two-parties protocols, has many chances to remain
unnoticed by the other members of the group, particularly
when the group size increases. It can also be interpreted as a
network problem or as a temporary absence, which will not
prevent the other members to use the key they computed.

This paper is organized as follows. First we will briefly
define the A-GDH.2 protocols. Then we will explain the
main particularities they present with respect to the usually
analysed protocols and propose a model that we will use to
perform our analysis. This analysis will constitute the last
part of the text.

2. The A-GDH.2 Protocol Suite

All protocols proposed within the scope of the CLIQUES
project are based on the difficulty of a single problem: the
Diffie-Hellman decision (DDH) problem (i.e. given a large
integer � and knowing ���	��
��� and ������
��� , it is diffi-
cult to compute ��������
��� ). All arithmetic throughout this
paper will be performed in a cyclic group � of prime order� which is typically (but not necessarily) a subgroup of ����
for a prime � such that ����� ����� for small �! #" (e.g.�$�&% ). We assume that � , � and � are public and known by
all users, and that every user '�( shares (or is able to share)
with each '*) a distinct secret + ( ) . For example, we can
set + ( ),�.-0/1�325412768��
���:9 where ; ( is a secret long-term
exponent selected by every ' ( and �32743��
��� is the cor-
responding long-term public key. We will now describe the
two protocols studied in this paper: the Key Generation and
the Member Adding protocols (the other protocols of the
suite are not described in detail in the literature).

2.1. The A-GDH.2 Protocol

Let ' �=<>'�?5@7A�A�A7@B'DCFE be a set of users wishing to
share a key GHC . The A-GDH.2 protocol executes in I
rounds. In the first stage ( IKJ � rounds), contributions
are collected from individual group members and then, in
the second stage ( I -th round), the group keying material is
broadcast. The actual protocol is as follows:

Initialization:
Let � be a prime integer and � a prime divisor of �LJ � .

Let � be the unique cyclic subgroup of ���� of order � , and
let � be a generator of � .

Round MN/PO�Q�M8Q�IR9 :
1. 'D( selects S5(� T���U
2. 'D(RVW'D(YX ? : <5��Z\[B] ] ] Z 4Z 6_^ `  Da � @bMdcdE , �3e [gfhfhf ei4

Round I :

1. ' C selects S C  j���U
2. ' C V All 'D( : <5� Z [ ] ] ] ZdkZ 4 f l 4 k ^ MN Da � @bINamE

Upon receipt of the above, every '�( computes the group
key as:

GnC � �po Z [ ] ] ] Z kZ 4 f l 4 k
q
f l�r [4 k f e 4 �s� e [gfhfhf e k

The main security properties that this protocol is in-
tended to provide are the following:t Implicit Key Authentication: each ' (  j' is assured

that no party ' Uvu D' can learn the key GHCR/P' ( 9 (i.e.' ( ’s view of the key) unless helped by a dishonest'w)x j' .
t Perfect Forward Secrecy: the compromise of long-

term key(s) cannot result in the one of past session
keys.

t Resistance to Known-Keys Attacks: the compromise
of a session key cannot result in a passive adversary
to compromise keys of other sessions, nor in an active
adversary to impersonate one of protocol’s parties.

All these properties have to be fulfilled in the presence
of an active adversary who can insert, delay or delete mes-
sages.

2.2. The A-GDH.2-MA Protocol

Let ' �y'�?>@�A7A�Az@g'DC be a set of users sharing a keyGnC and assume that '{C X ? is wishing to join the group. The
A-GDH.2-MA protocol executes in 2 rounds: in the first
one, ' C sends to ' C X ? a message computed from the one
he broadcast in the last round of the A-DGH.2 protocol and
from the old key while in the second round, ' C X ? broad-
cast the new keying material to the group. The actual pro-
tocol is as follows:

Round � :
1. ' C selects |S C  j���U
2. '{C�V}'{C X ? : <~���e k Z [ ] ] ] Z kZ 4 l 4 k ^ Mp �a � @bI�cdE , � �e k e [Bfhfhf e k
Round % :
1. ' C X ? selects S C X ?  j���U
2. '{C X ?�V All ' ( : <~���e k Z [ ] ] ] Z k7� [Z 4 f l 4 k f l 4 k5� [ ^ Mp Da � @�I ��� cdE

Upon receipt of the above, every '�( computes the new
group key as:

GnC X ?�� � oi�e k Z [ ] ] ] Z k5� [Z 4 f l 4 k f l 4 k7� [
q
f l r [4 k f l r [4 k5� [ f e 4� � �e k e [�fhfhf e k7� [

The security properties described for the A-GDH.2 protocol
are intended to be preserved after the execution of the A-
GDH2.MA protocol.
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3. A Model for the Analysis of the Cliques Pro-
tocols

A number of methods were developed during the last few
years for the “formal” analysis of security protocols. Many
of them are based on state-space exploration: they usually
proceed by defining an arbitrarily bounded system and ex-
plore it hoping that if there is an error in the protocol, it
can be described by a behavior included in the considered
state-space ([6], [7], [8], . . . ). However several tools allow
to obtain proofs for unbounded systems at the cost of the in-
teractive proof of several lemmas [9] or of the risk of receiv-
ing no answer for some protocols [13]. Other approaches
are based on the use of logics ([12], [14], . . . ). They allow
to obtain proofs for arbitrary size systems, but they often
require particularly error-prone formalization steps and do
not provide the same support in pinpointing problems as the
direct generation of counter examples. Recently, “manual”
approaches were presented, allowing to obtain fine-grained
proofs for systems of any dimension, and even to analyse
the interactions between protocols that can be executed con-
currently (see [16] for example). In order to make such
proofs feasible, several simplifying assumptions are typi-
cally stated: a very limited set of cryptographic primitives
is considered (typically public-key and symmetric-key en-
cryption), and these primitives are usually idealized in such
a way that they act as black-boxes (ignoring low-level prop-
erties such as the multiplicative structure of RSA or the
characteristics of the chaining method used in symmetric-
key encryption for example). The use of state-space ex-
ploration techniques in the study of group-protocols seems
very difficult due to their very essence: the number of par-
ticipants in a honest session of the protocol is basically
unbounded, what will intuitively result in dramatic state-
space explosion problems. As we know, the only successful
analyses of group protocols have been performed by theo-
rem proving approaches ([5], [11]), which allow inductive
reasoning. However we recently learned that C. Meadows
was performing (independently of us) the analysis of the
A-GDH.2 protocol, adapting her NRL Protocol analyzer by
extending the power and scope of its theorem-proving ca-
pabilities [10]. Beyond the problem of the unbounded num-
ber of participants in the protocols, the modelling of the
A-GDH.2 protocols suite requires the capturing of several
low-level arithmetic properties: exponentiation, commuta-
tivity, associativity, that are out of the scope of most of the
works encountered in the literature. Furthermore, the A-
GDH.2 key generation protocol is not intended to be used
alone: there are several other protocols in the suite (member
addition, . . . ) that use values computed during the key gen-
eration protocol and can interfere with its security proper-
ties. All these characteristics led us to adapt ideas presented
in the context of the strand space approach ([15], . . . ) in or-

der to be able to reason about protocols based on the Diffie-
Hellman Decision problem. In the following paragraphs,
we will first introduce the modeling of the messages that
we are using, then we will describe the intruder capabilities
and, finally, we will show how the intended security prop-
erties can be verified and apply our method for the analysis
of the A-GDH.2 protocols.

3.1. Messages and Intruder’s Knowledge

The messages sent in the protocols proposed within the
scope of the CLIQUES project are constituted by the con-
catenation of elements of a group � of prime order � . A
particular element, that we will denote � , is a generator
of � and is shared by all users of the network (as well
as the knowledge of the characteristics of the group � ).
All exchanged elements of � are expressed as powers of�j��
�x� . It can then be checked that the participants have
to manipulate three types of elements:

t Random Numbers ( S ( )
t Long-term Keys ( +�( ) )
t Elements of � expressed as � raised to the power of

a product of random numbers and long-term keys. We
will denote the set of all these product as � (i.e. ���<>��S�� 4( ��+ � 6P�)b� ^ � (b@ � )b�  s��E . The only sent elements
are the ones of this type.

The behavior of the honest participants is quite simple:
they receive elements of � , exponentiate them with random
numbers and/or long-term key (possibly inverted), and send
them to other participants. The group-key is obtained in the
same manner, except that the result of the computations is
not sent but kept secret. It can be noticed that when a par-
ticipant receives an element of � , he has to accept it with-
out being able to check anything concerning its constitution
or origin. Furthermore, in the key-generation protocol de-
scribed above, the completion of a protocol session does not
implies for any '{( the aliveness of an other expected group
member: the expected implicit key-authentication property
says that the key computed by '�( at the reception of the
broadcast of the I -th round of the protocol (key that we
will write G C /d'D(�9 ) can be known only by the participants
to whom this message was broadcast by ' C (if ' C actu-
ally sent this message). The goal of an intruder will there-
fore be to possess a pair of elements of � related between
them in such a way that the second is equal to the result of
the key-computation operations of an honest ' ( applied to
the first element of the pair. If we take this point of view,
there are I secret pairs corresponding to an execution of
the protocol between I parties. As we said above, the key-
computation operation is always a sequence of exponentia-
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tions of a received element of � by some previously gen-
erated random numbers or keys. In a scriptural view, these
operations amount to multiply an element of � by another
(secret) element of � and to keep the result confidential.
We can then define a set � as the set of the ratios between
elements of � , and the goal of the intruder will be to obtain
some secret value of � .

More precisely, our model will deal with two sets of ele-
ments:

t The set � containing the random numbers S>( and the
long-term keys +�( )

t The set � of the ratios between elements of � . This set
is defined as follows: given the set � and an injective
function �{����V�� , /P�,@7A 9 is the commutative group
of which the elements of �N�}/P�n9 (the image of � in� trough the � -function) are the generators. In order
to simplify the notations, we will use the same letter to
denote �  j� and ��/ � 9� j� .

Example: After receiving the broadcast from ' C , ' ? ex-
tracts the first element of this message (that he hopes
to be �3ei��� fhfhf � e k l [ k ) and exponentiates it with S ? +{� ??bC
to obtain its view of the group key. The “challenge”
for the intruder is hence to find a pair of elements of� of the type /P�32F@��327e [ l�r [[ k 9 , so he can send ��2 to ' ?
through ' C ’s broadcast and know the key computed
by ' ? . With our notations, the secret pair correspond-
ing to the secret of ' ? will be represented by the ele-

ment 25e [ l�r [[ k2 �KS ? + � ??bC  v� .

The use of such a construction will be quite convenient
and can be intuitively justified if we state a hypothesis that
is quite similar to the widely used “perfect encryption as-
sumption”. We will refer to this hypothesis as the “perfect
Diffie-Hellman assumption” and it can be stated as follows:

“An element of � can be computed in one and
only way: by exponentiating the generator � with
the correct random numbers and keys (excepted
the permutations in the order of the exponentia-
tion of � and the possibility of exponentiation by
an element of � and by its invert successively).”

This assumption implies in particular that a secret can-
not be computed by combining elements of � (but only ele-
ments of � with elements of � ). It seems quite plausible in
the practice given that we work within a large group (lucky
guesses or collisions are very unlikely) and that the DDH
problem is hard.

It can also be noticed that the use of the � -set implies
another restriction due to its very structure: it does not allow
capturing relations between more than two elements of � .
Once again, it does not seem to be a problem if we notice

that the relevant security properties always come down to
the impossibility of finding two elements of � presenting
between them a particular relation, so that the consideration
of more complex relations cannot be of any help to prove
the correctness of Cliques protocols. It could be useful to
use such extensions to discover more dangerous attacks that
violate more than one security property, but we are more
interested in checking the correctness of protocols than in
finding “optimal” attack sketches. We will now be looking
at the ways that the intruder can use to manipulate our two
sets of elements.

3.2. Intruder Capabilities

Considering our “perfect Diffie-Hellman assumption”,
the only useful computation for the intruder will be the ex-
ponentiation of an element of � by a known element of � .
If we note �	  and ��  the subsets of elements of � and �
(respectively) that are known by the intruder, we can then
transpose this remark as follows:

(1) If �  j��  and S$ j��  thenS>A �  T�   and S>A � � ?  T�  
There is another way for the intruder to obtain new el-

ements of � : the use of the computations executed by the
honest users. As we said above, the behavior of these users
is quite simple: they receive elements of � and exponen-
tiate them with some values of � . We will call such op-
erations services. More precisely, a service is a function¡ �N�}V¢�=�N�32�V¢� � f 2F/£;R@P�� ¤�¥9 , and we call G the
set of the available services. Let us see how a service can
be described in term of growth of �   . If Sj ��   , then the
intruder possesses two elements of � that can be written� 2 and � eB2 . If the intruder sends � 2 to an honest user per-
forming the service ¡ � ¡ /1��2¦98�&� � 2 , then he will learn the
element � � ? A S§ w�   . Conversely, if the intruder sends ��e�2
to the user that performs the same service, he will learn the
element �¨A S* K��  . We can then write our second rule for
the increasing of the �x  -set:

(2) If ¡  jG�� ¡ /P�32©9N�s� � f 2 , and S, T��  thenS>A �j v�   or S>A � � ?  j�  
Nevertheless we have to be careful in the use of this rule

and impose some restrictions in its application due to the
fact that the honest users provide several services in parallel
and only once. This will be examined more in the detail in
the next section where we will propose a method to deter-
mine if a ratio is secret or can be obtained by the intruder.

3.3. Proving Security Properties

In the context of the Cliques protocols, the most general
message transformation provided by a user during a single
round can be written as follows:
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�¨2 [ A �¨25��A�A7Ab�32 k V�¨2 [\ªz[d[ A �¨2 [\ªz[ � A�A7Ab�32 � ª � [ A �32 � ª �P� A7A�A��32 k ª k [ A�A7A��32 k ª k7«
This view can be used to express the rules limiting the

composition of services in the derivation of the set �   :
t The rule (2) can be used at most once for each service.

Furthermore, it can only be used on an element of �� 
that has been obtained previously.

t If two services ¡ ? � ¡ ? /1�32¦9p�&� � [ 2 and ¡5¬ � ¡5¬ /1�32¦98�� � �B2 are performed during the same round and take
distinct inputs (i.e. are applied to distinct ��254 ), then
they can be used on a single element S� K�   to pro-
duce the following elements: S>A �H? , S>A � ¬ , S>A �R� ?? , S>A �H� ?¬ ,S>A � � ?? A � ¬ , S>A ��?�A � � ?¬ (but not S>A �n?~A � ¬ nor S>A � � ?? A � � ?¬ )

t If two services ¡ ?�� ¡ ?/1�32¦9p�&� � [ 2 and ¡ ¬ � ¡ ¬ /1�32¦98�� � � 2 are performed during the same round and take
the same inputs (i.e. are applied to the same ��254 ), then
they can be used to produce the following elements:� � ?? A � ¬ or � ? A � � ?¬ . It can be noticed that these elements
are independent from any previously known element of��  .

From these considerations, we can suggest a systematic
scheme to obtain the proof of the secrecy of a particularS® j� .

1. Expression of the available services ( G -set), of the
atomic elements and ratios initially known by the in-
truder ( �   and �   ), and of the secret ratios (let ��¯ be
this set).

2. Deletion of all elements corresponding to those of �  
from the expression of G , �   , and �x¯ . This operation
simplifies the problem and does not change its solu-
tions since:

t If �  #�   , every operation that uses the service¡ � ¡ /P� 2 9jV°� 2 � 4 ª /1M± ²��9 can be performed
by using a service ¡~³ � ¡7³ /P�¨2©9±V´�¨2 ª and by
suitably applying the ( � )-rule.t If �  µ�	  , and S>A � �� µ��  then S§ w��  (anew by
applying rule ( � ))t If �  ±��  , and S>A � �® w� ¯ then the knowledge ofS implies the one of S>A � � (for the same reason)

Example: if +L?bCT w�   then the service ¡ � ¡ /1��2¦9¶V� 27e k l8[ k is as useful as the service ¡ ³ � ¡ ³ /1� 2 9NV�327e k .

3. Writing of the linear system expressing the “balance”
of the variables in the construction of the secret from
the services. This system contains one variable per ser-
vice and element of �   , one equation per element in � ,
and the second term of each equation is the power of
the corresponding element in the studied secret. This
system expresses that the only way to compute the se-
cret is to successively apply some services on a known
ratio. If this system is inconsistent, then the intended
confidentiality property is verified (in our model). If
this is not the case, we have to check the restrictions on
the use of services described above. If it is not possible
to find a solution of the system that meets all these con-
straints, then no attack on the protocol can be derived
from our model (else an unwanted scenario can be de-
rived from the list of services that have to be used).

We will now see how this scheme can be applied for the
analysis of the A-GDH.2 protocols suite.

4. Analysis of the A-GDH.2 Protocols

In the first paragraphs, we will concentrate our study on
the three security properties of the A-GDH.2 key generation
protocol described in section 2.1. Then, we will extend our
analysis by considering the concurrent use of the A-GDH.2-
MA protocol.

4.1. Implicit Key Authentication

As described above, the first step in our analysis will be
the description of the protocol.

Initially, we will consider only one session of the proto-
col. The intruder knowing no long-term keys nor short-term
secrets, the ��  is be empty. In the first round, the user ' ?
provides S ?  T��  . From the second round to the /£I�J � 9 -th
round, the user ' ( provides the service ¡ ( � ¡ ( /P�¨2·9NV¸�327ei4
several times in parallel. For the simplicity, we will refer to
the service ¡ ( /1�32¦9�V��327ei4 by the power it raises its input:S ( /i ¹GN9 . During the I -th round, '�C provides the IDJ �
services: S5Cº+v?iC , . . . , S5Cº+�C � ?bC . The secrets are the follow-
ing: S ( +D� ?( C for ' ( ( �D» M�Q¼I ) and S7C for 'DC . So, to
summarize, the sets we will consider are the following:

G � <5S ¬ @7A�A7Az@bS5C � ?�@bS5C+L?iC�@7A�A7A�@bS5C+§C � ?iC:E�   � ½
�� °� <5S ? E
� ¯ � <5S ? +{� ??iC @7A�A7A�@bS C � ? +D� ?C � ?iC @�S C E

If we follow the analysis scheme proposed above, we
have now to express the linear system describing the “bal-
ance” of the variables of � to check the secrecy of the ele-
ments of � ¯ . We will first look at the secrecy of S ? +{� ??iC (so
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we need the balance on S ? and + ?iC being equal to � and J �
respectively while the balance on the other variables must
be null). If we use the “ ¡ ”-letter to denote the coefficient of
the variable indicating how many times the service ¡ has to
be used to construct the secret, it can be written as follows:

S ? � � Balance on S ?S ( ��O Balance on S ( ( % » MNQ¾I )¿ C � ?(ÁÀ ? S7C�+ ( C0�sO Balance on S5CS7Cº+L?bC0�ÂJ � Balance on +v?bCS7Cº+ ( C0��O Balance on + ( C ( % » MNQ¾I )

It can be observed that the summing of the IjJ � equa-
tions corresponding to the balance on the keys provides an
inconsistency with the equation expressing the balance onS7C . Hence we can say that S�?z+{� ??bC cannot be obtained by
using the two enrichment rules we defined and that G C /P' ? 9
is kept secret in our model as claimed in protocol defini-
tion. If we write this system in the case of multiple sessions
of the protocol (from which the intruder is excluded), it can
be easily checked that this inconsistency is preserved. The
transposition of this result for the S5(d+D� ?( C -secrets is straight-
forward and if we transform the second members of these
equations in order to prove the secrecy of S C , we can eas-
ily obtain an inconsistency between the same equations. We
can then say that the Implicit Key Authentication property is
correct with respect to our model provided that the intruder
is not a member of any group.

We will now check if this property is preserved when the
intruder is a member of some groups. As a simple scenario,
we will assume a first session of the protocol in which ' ? ,
. . . , ' C and Ã are the intended participants (and ' C is the
group controller), and a second of which Ã is excluded. We
will note S ³( the random integer generated by '�( during the
second session. The sets of interest hence become:

G � <5S ¬ @�A�A7A�@�S7C � ?~@bS5Cº+L?bC�@�A7A�Az@�S7Cº+§C � ?bC�@bS7C+   C�@S ³¬ @7A�A7Az@bS ³C � ? @bS ³C +L?iC�@7A�A7A�@bS ³C +§C � ?iC:E�   � <~+   CFE
�� Ä� <5S ? @bS ³? E
� ¯ � <5S ³? +D� ??iC @�A7A�Az@�S ³C � ? +{� ?C � ?bC @bS ³C E

If we solve the corresponding linear systems, a number of
solutions can be found. Among them, we can check that
the secret S ³( +{� ?( C can be obtained by using the services S ³(
and S5C+   C in the positive direction, by using the serviceS7C+ ( C in the inverted direction, and by taking into account
the knowledge of +�  C by the intruder (several other solu-
tions of the same system are usable). The corresponding
scenario is as follows:

t During the next to last round of the first session
of the protocol, Ã replaces �3e [gfhfhf ei4 r [ ei4 � [gfhfhf e k r [ ebÅ by�¨e [Bfhfhf ei4 fhfhf e k r [ . Hence, ' C will send �3e [gfhfhf ei4 fhfhf e k l 4 k

and �3e [ fhfhf e 4 fhfhf e k l Å k . Ã will compute the key shared by
every ' ) / �¥» ` » IR9 but 'D( , and '{( will compute a
wrong key.

t Ã replaces one of the inputs of the M -th round of the sec-
ond session of the protocol with ��e [gfhfhf ei4 fhfhf e k (computed
in the previous step), and ' ( then sends �3e [gfhfhf ei4 fhfhf e k eBÆ4to 'D(ÁX ? .

t In the broadcast of the last round of the protocol sec-
ond session, Ã replaces the contribution intended to '!(
with �3e [ fhfhf e 4 fhfhf e k l 4 k . The secret value computed by '�(
will thus be �3e [ fhfhf e 4 fhfhf e k eBÆ4 that the intruder learned dur-
ing the previous step of this scenario.

An instantiation of this scenario is represented for I��ÈÇ
and M��&% in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Attack against Implicit Key Authen-
tication

It can be observed that a similar scenario can be applied
in parallel against all members of the first group, and thus
that the intruder is able to share a (different) key simulta-
neously with all the members of the second group (from
which he is normally excluded). Finally, the implicit key
authentication property seems to be very problematic in this
protocol as soon as the intruder is a member of a group and
intended to be excluded from another non disjoint group.

We will now analyse the other security properties, con-
sidering that Ã is not a member of any group.

4.2. Perfect Forward Secrecy

In the study of this property, we will assume that �   con-
tains all long-term keys + ( C . If we consider only one ses-
sion of the protocol and apply the transformation suggested
as second step of our proof-scheme, we can rewrite the set
of services Gä�W<7S ( ^ ML äa %@�I�cPE , �   �W<7S~?~E , and �x¯ as<7S5( ^ /£M¶ Da � @bI�cdE . For each secret S~( , the resulting linear sys-
tem has a trivial solution: S5(p� � . These solutions meet all
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restrictions described above, and we can then assume that
the perfect forward secrecy is somehow suspicious.

A scenario corresponding to an attack against '¾? is as
follows. The secret is S>?�+ � ?( C and the value of interest is S�?
provided by '!? in the first round. The intruder will there-
fore replace the element of � intended to ' ? in the broad-
cast of the I -th round by � in such a way that G C /P' ? 9 will
be computed as �3e [ l�r [[ k . The perfect forward secrecy prop-
erty says that the compromising of long-term keys cannot
result in the one of session keys. But if + ?bC is compro-
mised, the intruder will be able to compute ��e [ l�r [[ k (by ex-
ponentiating �3e [ provided during the first round). Hope-
fully, this problem does not seem very dangerous in the
practice since G C /P' ? 9 will be different of the keys com-
puted by the other members of the group. The scenario will
be similar for all the other ' ( /1MpQ¾IR9 , and it can be noticed
that all these attacks can be performed in parallel, which can
be useful in some contexts. However the attack against '�C
will be somewhat different. His secret is S~C , and the use-
ful services are S5Cº+v?iC , . . . , S5Cº+�C � ?bC (each can be used).
These services are respectively applied to the I�J � first
elements of the ( I�J � )-th round, and the secret is com-
puted from the last element of the same run. The intruder
will then proceed by substituting one of the IvJ � first ele-
ments of this round with the last element of the message. If
we suppose that he substitutes the first element, ' C will
compute G C /P' C 9#�å�3e [ fhfhf e k and broadcast �3e [ fhfhf e k l [ k ,�¨e [ eiæ fhfhf e k l � k , . . . , �3e [ ei� fhfhf e k r [ e k l k r [ k . Hence ' ? will
be computing a wrong key: GHCn/d'�?z9Â�¢�3e �[ fhfhf e k while
all other members of the group will compute GRCH/d' ( 9µ��¨e [gfhfhf e k / � Q¾M » IR9 .

Then, if +v?iC is compromised, the intruder will be able
to compute the key G C /P' C 9 that is shared by all group-
members except one (which he can isolate from the rest of
the network or that can have never been alive). This attack is
represented for a group of four members in Fig. 2. It seems
to us that this is a much more awkward scenario.
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Figure 2. Attack against Perfect Forward Se-
crecy

The fact that this attack provides the key computed by
group-members others than '�C corresponds to the fact that
it exploits solutions of the type S ( � � , S7C�+ ( Cä�öJ � ,S C + )�C � 1 that are less trivial solutions of the system cor-
responding to the secret of '�( .

4.3. Resistance to known-keys attacks

This property expresses that the compromising of ses-
sion keys does not allow a passive adversary to compromise
keys of other sessions nor an active adversary to imperson-
ate one of the protocol parties. The part of this property
concerning the passive adversary is studied in [2] and we
will focus on the second part. However the authors claim
that the resistance to an active adversary is more dubious
and suggest an attack that does not seem very useful in the
practice. The application of our method to the verification
of this property is as follows. We will assume two sessions
of the protocol with the same participants, and the random
numbers generated by ' ( during the first and second ses-
sions of the protocol will be S ( and S ³( respectively. Hence
we can write that

G � <7S ¬ @�A7A�A�@�S7C � ?~@�S7Cº+L?bC�@�A7A�Az@�S7Cº+�C � ?bC:@S ³¬ @�A�A7Az@bS ³C � ? @bS ³C +L?bC�@�A�A7A�@�S ³C +§C � ?iC:E�   � ½
�   � <7S~?>@bS ³? @�S~?�+{� ??iC @�A�A7Az@bS5C � ?�+D� ?C � ?iC @�S7C:E�x¯ � <7S ³? + � ??bC @�A7A�Az@�S ³C � ? + � ?C � ?bC @bS ³C E

If we write the linear system corresponding to S ³( + � ?( C / �0»MpQ!IR9 , we can check that

S7(d+D� ?( C � � @bS5(R��J � @bS ³( � �
and all other services unused is a solution. If Mw� � , it
is however impossible to find an attack scheme since all
these values are in ��  and cannot be successfully assem-
bled. Nevertheless, for all others values of M , the following
attack is possible:

1. Let �32 be one of the terms of the input of the M -th round
of the first run of the protocol. '{( will therefore send�327e 4 .

2. The intruder replaces then the term�3e [gfhfhf ei4 r [ ei4 � [gfhfhf e k l 4 k with �32 . Hence G C /d'D(�9 will be
equal to �327e 4 l�r [4 k . Since we study known-keys attacks,
we will assume that this value is compromised.

3. In the second run of the protocol, the intruder replaces
one of the M -th round inputs with ��25ei4 l r [4 k . ' ( will
therefore send �325ei4 l r [4 k e�Æ4 .

4. In the broadcast of the second run of the protocol, the
intruder finally replaces the term intended to '!( with�327e 4 (obtained in the first step of our scenario). HenceG ³C /d'D(P9 will be computed as ��25e 4 l�r [4 k e�Æ4 that has been
obtained during the third step of our scenario.

At the end of this scenario, the intruder will possess a key
that 'D( believes to be secret. However this key is unknown
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to the rest of the group and the compromised key used is
a malformed key which reduces the scope of these attacks.
However, if all malformed keys are available, the intruder
can perform this attack simultaneously against almost all
members of the group. . .

We can now turn to the secrecy of S ³C . If we look at the
linear system corresponding to this secret, we can find two
types of solutions. The first one is:

S5(¨�ÂJ � @bS7(d+ � ?( C � � @bS ³C +�( C � �
From these solutions, we can obtain the scenarios corre-
sponding to the attack proposed in [2]. The scope of these
attacks is the same as the one we just described.

However another type of solution can be found:

S5C0� � @�S7C+ ( C0��J � @bS ³C + ( C0� �
For ��» MpQ¾I , it is possible to apply the following scenario:

1. In the inputs of the last round of the first session of
the protocol, the intruder replaces ��e [gfhfhf ei4 r [ ei4 � [gfhfhf e k r [with �¨e [gfhfhf ei4 fhfhf e k r [ . Hence all elements of the broad-
cast will be preserved except the one intended to ' (
that will be equal to ��e [�fhfhf e k l 4 k . G C /d' C 9 will there-
fore be equal to �3e [gfhfhf e k and shared by all members of
the group except '{( . In a context of known-key at-
tacks, we will assume that this key is compromised.

2. In the inputs of the last round of the protocol sec-
ond session, the intruder will substitute � eBÆ[ fhfhf eBÆk r [with �3e [gfhfhf e k l 4 k and � eBÆ[ fhfhf e�Æ4 r [ e�Æ4 � [ fhfhf eBÆk r [ with �¨e [gfhfhf e k .
Hence '{C will broadcast �3e [�fhfhf e k l 4 k e�Æk and computeG C /P' C 9N���3e [Bfhfhf e k l 4 k eBÆk .

This scenario is more dangerous since we assume the com-
promising of a key that has been shared (and normally used)
by all members of the group except one. However it allows
to attack only '{C . Fig. 3 represents this scenario for M�� �
and a group of four members. Consequently the resistance
to known-key attacks seems problematic in this protocol.

4.4. Consideration of the Use of the A-GDH.2-MA
Protocol

The key generation protocol (A-GDH.2) is not intended
to be used alone: it is often useful to enable the addition
or deletion of group members after the initial group cre-
ation and, in order to provide each of these services, we
will use new protocols. As we said above, the aim of the A-
GDH.2-MA protocol is the addition of a new member in the
group. In this paragraph, we will extend our analysis of the
A-GDH.2 protocol by taking into account the presence of
the Member Adding protocol. As a first step, we will study
the Implicit Key Authentication property and consider two
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Figure 3. Attack against Resistance to Known
Keys

sessions of the protocols: in the first session, the A-GDH.2
protocol is executed by ' ? @7A�A7A�@B' C ; while in the second
session a member is added to this group. Following the
same approach as above, we will first write the sets ��  , ��  ,��¯ and G that will be the union of those corresponding to
each of the two protocols sessions:

G � <5S ¬ @�A�A7A�@�S C � ? @�S C + ?bC @�A7A�A�@�S C + C � ?bC @S C |S C @bS C |S C + ?bC @�A7A�Az@�S C |S C + C � ?bC @bS C |S C + C�C @S C X ? + ?bC X ? @7A�A7Az@bS C X ? + C X ?bC X ? E
�   � ½
�   � <5S~?~E
�x¯ � <5S~?z+ � ??iC @�A7A�A�@�S7C � ?�+ � ?C � ?bC @bS7C�@S>?z+ � ??iC + � ??iC X ? @�A7A�A7@bS7C X ?z+ � ?C X ?bC + � ?C X ?bC X ? E
The first part of the expression of G corresponds to the

execution of the key-generation protocol, the second to the
first round of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol, and the last to
the second round of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol. The two
parts of the definition of � correspond to the key generation
session and to the member adding protocol respectively.�   being empty, we can immediately study the linear
system corresponding to the secrets. This system is a lit-
tle larger than the previous but remains quite regular. If we
solve it, we find that a number of secrets can be compro-
mised: S5(P+ � ?( C / �!» MjQ IR9 can be obtained by combin-
ing the services (or ratios in the case of S ? ) S7( , S C |S C andS C |S C +§( C / ��» M0QäIR9 . The other secrets cannot be com-
promised in this scheme. The corresponding scenario is as
follows:

1. ' ? @�A�A7Az@B' C execute the key-generation protocol, butÃ intercepts the broadcast of the I -th round.

2. Ã obtains that '{C starts the A-GDH.2-MA protocol
with some other user of the network, and eavesdrop
the first message.
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3. Ã sends the parts corresponding to the users' ? @7A�A�A7@B' C � ? faking the broadcast of the A-GDH.2
protocol.

When done, ' ? @7A�A�A7@B' C � ? will share with the intruder
the key �3e [ ei� fhfhf e k �e k that has been sent by ' C as the last
part of the first message of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol.
The scheme corresponding to this attack in the case of the
adding of a fourth member to the group is described in
Fig. 4. Hence the Implicit Key Authentication property
seems to become even more problematic when we consider
the possibility of the use of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol in
parallel with the A-GDH.2 protocol. The other security
properties could be similarly studied but we do not think
that it would be useful at this time.
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Figure 4. Attack considering the A-GDH.2-MA
Protocol

5. Conclusion

Throughout this paper, we presented the first steps of the
development of a model for the analysis of Diffie-Hellman
based group key-agreement protocols and applied it on the
A-GDH.2 suite of the Cliques protocols. The reasoning in
our model led us to pinpoint a number of unpublished flaws
in these protocols, emphasizing the necessity to be able to
reason systematically on security protocols, especially in
contexts where active adversaries are to be considered. We
also applied our method to analyse the SA-GDH.2 protocols
suite (that are designed to provide complete group authenti-
cation), and obtained similar flaws that we did not detail in
this paper due to the similarity they presented with the ones
we described above.

We are currently working on defining more precisely
the attacks detectable (and those undetectable) within our
model, on its extension in such a way that it can be
used to take into account classical encryption and signature
schemes, and on the construction of fixes on the A-GDH.2
protocols that are secure from our model point of view.
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